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quality
We shall delight our
customers through

on-time delivery
of defect-free
software.

mission
To be the world's leading
tgff^HSUS^Km^SS^MSSSKiJMSS^KS

company by being a virtual
extension of our customer's
changing enterprise
architecture to reduce the
time-to-market and cost of
ownership.

core values
^> We exist to serve our
customers

% We promote innovation
and flexibility
* We constantly improve
$ We achieve our objectives

through teamwork
malcolm Forbes

* We respect and recognise
: our employees for their

commitment and
:

expertise
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this is what
'• f Restructured Mascot and integrated it with its global
branches.
$ Signed an MOU with debis systemhaus, a software
powerhouse from Germany and a group company of Deutsche
Telekom and Daimler Chrysler for a joint venture,
Increased focus on web-related applications, the fastest
"rowing segment in the global IT business.
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•

Restructuring has given Mascot a

These strengths are expected to be

and leverage local opportunities better in

technology strength hitherto distributed

strongly leveraged by a high calibre

each region. We see this presence as a

across the various geographies that now

management team which has at its helm

stepping stone to a broader relationship,

constitute Mascot's overseas operations.

an individual who has been at the forefront

stronger revenues and improved billing

It has created size in terms of number of

of the Indian IT industry. Mascot has

rates over the foreseeable future.

engineers, domain expertise and revenues.

emerged as a highly de-risked business

The restructuring has also added a large

model with US revenues accounting for

list of prominent and growing global

only 58.6 per cent of the total turnover

v- The restructuring came into effect

customers to Mascot. It has enabled

(April-June 2000).

from 1 January 2000. As a result,
revenues from global operations are

Mascot acquire existing global
relationships that may be leveraged to

i The Corporation is transnational in its

reflected in Mascot's operations for only

generate further business. Mascot's

manning : approximately 20 per cent of

one quarter in the last financial year. The

established global presence enables the

the Company's overseas members are

full impact of the restructured Mascot is

non-Indian. This selective localisation in

expected to reflect attractively in the

opportunities in the faster growing

the global space helps Mascot ease

Company's business and numbers from

technology segments in the IT business.

customer interaction, enhance confidence

2000-01 onwards.

'Company to take advantage of the

The future starts now...
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